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1. Abstract

Maritime security is vital to US security. Enhanced Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) of potential threats in this dynamic environment can be achieved, yet requires integrated analysis from numerous sources in real time. We will present a learning agent technology that integrates structured and unstructured data and discovers behavior patterns from varied sources such as: Automatic Information Systems (AIS), Coast Guard, and police contextual information including: maritime commercial activities, weather, terrain, environmental conditions, maritime incidents, casualties, and military exercises. These discovered patterns can help correlate warnings and reduce false alarms in support of maritime security. We will show our test results from the Trident Warrior (TW08) exercise.

We will also discuss the agent learning applied to system self-awareness, where we consider that the cognitive interface between decision makers and a complex system may be expressed in a range of terms or “features,” i.e. specific vocabulary to describe a System of Systems (SoS) or so-called Lexical Link Analysis (LLA). MDA is an extremely varied and dynamic SoS, requiring constant collaboration and decision making. We will discuss prototypes of agent learning and collaboration, LLA, and visualization that provide real-time “views” of SoS to support large-scale decision making for MDA technology acquisition, irregular warfare at sea, and intelligence collection with analysis automation.

2. Introduction

Data sources for DOD applications, for example, in the area of intelligence analysis for situation awareness, include disparate real-time sensor and archival sources with multiple dimensions, with very high rates and volumes. The data sources include HUMINT - Human Intelligence, GEOINT - Geospatial Intelligence, IMINT - Imagery Intelligence, MASINT - Measurement and Signature Intelligence, OSINT - Open Source Intelligence, and SIGINT - Signals Intelligence, COMINT - Communications Intelligence, ELINT - Electronic Intelligence, and Special Signals. The data sources could be structured data that are of traditional forms (e.g. stored in relational databases, Excel or XML files with well-defined labels with meta-data). They can be also in unstructured data including free text, word, .pdf, Powerpoint documents, and emails. A large percentage of such data remains unstructured. Retaining logical integrity of the separate data sources, supporting multiple parallel and asynchronous functions of storage, analysis, search, and retrieval, of these data sources while cross-examining all the data to create a full picture of situation awareness remains a daunting task. Analysts need automation tools to facilitate their analysis so they can maintain situation awareness in real-time.
Maritime security is vital to US security. Enhanced Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) of potential threats in this dynamic environment can be achieved, yet requires integrated analysis from numerous sources in real time. We will present a learning agent technology that integrates structured and unstructured data and discovers behavior patterns from varied sources such as Automatic Information Systems (AIS), Coast Guard, and police contextual information including: maritime commercial activities, weather, terrain, environmental conditions, maritime incidents, casualties, and military exercises. These discovered patterns can help correlate warnings and reduce false alarms in support of maritime security. We will show our test results from the Trident Warrior (TW08) exercise. We will also discuss the agent learning applied to system self-awareness, where we consider that the cognitive interface between decision makers and a complex system may be expressed in a range of terms or features, i.e. specific vocabulary to describe a System of Systems (SoS) or so-called Lexical Link Analysis (LLA). MDA is an extremely varied and dynamic SoS, requiring constant collaboration and decision making. We will discuss prototypes of agent learning and collaboration, LLA, and visualization that provide real-time views of SoS to support largescale decision making for MDA technology acquisition, irregular warfare at sea, and intelligence collection with analysis automation.
For example, in a recent near-disaster in the Christmas Day attack on a U.S.-bound airliner, the initial analysis from the White House indicated that there is a need for dramatic changes within the U.S. intelligence community to improve its information gathering, dissemination and correlation (White House Report, 2010), specifically,

- U.S. counterterror agency lacks "Google-like" search. Google and other common internet search engines routinely offer alternative spellings for searches, particularly with names. For example, in this attempted attack, Abdulmutallab had been flagged beforehand by U.S. embassy staff in Nigeria, but not under his full name.
- There lacks a particular standard for name-checks once a U.S. visa is granted.
- “The U.S. government at the CIA and the NCTC (National Counterterrorism Center) had sufficient information prior to the attempted December 25 attack to have potentially disrupted the AQAP plot. The problem appears to be more about “connecting the dots” rather than a lack of “information sharing”, as largely considered a problem after 911. The information that was available to analysts was fragmentary and embedded in a large volume of other data.
- Information technology within the counterterrorist community did not sufficiently enable the correlation of all-sources data.
- There was a delayed dissemination of the intelligence reports to all-source analysts.

Integrated with database and knowledge management techniques, data and text mining represents an emerging field with a wide range of pattern recognition, visualization and navigation techniques to represent large-scale data as networks of conceptually interrelated nodes. These efforts facilitate search and retrieval, pattern discovery, automated classification and categorization. One of the challenges for mining large-scale data of high rates and large volumes is that the data dimensionality far exceeds the computing and analysis methods available today. Many of the traditional data mining methods, e.g. clustering (Duda et al., 1996), classification (Breiman, 1994), neural networks (Ripley, 1996), decision trees (Breiman, 1994), association rules (Agrawal et al., 1996), are not readily applicable. There are a number of extant tools for mining large-scale text data including advanced search engine (Foltz, 2002; Gerber, 2005), tagging technology (Gerber, 2005), ontology (cf. Tecuci et al., 2007, 2008), etc., yet more powerful and parallel tools are needed.

In summary, we report a system of approaches to address the areas that could improve critical intelligence gathering, analysis and dissemination dramatically:

- It is an architecture not only “Google-like” search but also anomaly search and discovery search to allow the real-time system self-awareness
- It is an architecture to correlate all-sources data, cross-validate warnings and reduce false alarms.
- The models used for search and learning can be generated from distributed raw data sources with reports from the point of data collection to facilitate timely gathering, analysis and dissemination.
3. Approaches

3.1 Agent learning and collaboration

As illustrated in Figure 1, to automate human cognitive tasks, e.g. to separate and extract information automatically from the documents, we train synthetic, learning agents to perform tasks like humans. Modern agent-based modeling and simulation systems originated using concepts such as cellular automation from the game of Life invented by John Conway in 1970. This began the development and implementation of genetic algorithms (Goldberg, 1989) and other artificial intelligence techniques to improve the ability of one agent acting alone. From this, agent-based software engineering was invented to facilitate information exchange with other programs and thereby solve problems that cannot be easily solved by a single agent – or human. Synthetic, multi-agent, distributed networks were then developed to provide for an integrated community of heterogeneous software agents, capable of analyzing and categorizing large amounts of information and thus supporting complex decision-making processes. At present, self-managing (Hinchey et al., 2006), self-healing (Dashofy et al., 2002), self-optimizing, and self-configuring, self-adapting, software agents are desirable to be used to automate ongoing human cognitive tasks in a complex network environment.

We believe that employing an alternative strategy of developing an agent learning capability is essential to achieve large-scale automation. Our research creates and develops a computer-based learning agent capable of ingesting and comparing wide range of data sources, while employing a process that separates patterns and anomalies within the data. Multiple agents can work collaboratively in a network as shown in Figure 2. The Collaborative Learning Agents (CLA) were firstly invented and implemented in Quantum Intelligence, Inc. (QI, 2001-2010).

For example, using this architecture, with regards to the Christmas threat, one can apply one type of agent for each of the following information sources

- CIA and NCTC all-source analysis reports
• Pre- and post-US visa databases
• Airport no fly list analysis and databases

Each agent indexes and learns the domain information at the point of collection. The raw data do not have to move across network. All the indexes are shared across the agents and users. In real-time query such as the report regarding the father’s concerns may pass through the three indexes with keywords such person (Abdulmutallab) and location (Yemen). The hits in the three agents together for these keywords should indicate there is a real event possibility.

3.2 How the Architecture Improves Information Sharing

Our architecture provides an integrated platform with database and knowledge management data/text mining, pattern recognition, visualization techniques so that large-scale and distributed data are shared as networks of conceptually interrelated nodes to facilitate search and retrieval, pattern discovery, automated classification, and categorization. The characteristics of this architecture can be summarized as follows

• Raw data is stored in logical groups in distributed computer nodes. Raw data can stay in the node where it is collected without moving to a centralized location.
• An agent is installed in each node that is close to and can thereby process the data locally.
• Multiple agents process and index individual and distributed data in parallel and then collaborate to provide a collective view through index sharing.
• This mechanism is designed to search for new and interesting information patterns and anomalies in contrast to the mechanisms used by popular information search engines.

One might think such mechanisms should be already in place, yet they are not - and this task is non-trivial. The data used for indexing and correlation should be as current as possible to address the lesson learned such as “delayed dissemination.” In reality, even Google-like search engines need to move the data into a centralized location to be indexed. When it involves many agencies and various government policies, data are not centrally located and therefore, timely processing is not possible. Our agent approach assumes an agent is installed at the data collection point and indexes the data immediately following its collection thus facilitating its indexing in preparation for immediate search and correlation. This mechanism makes the information sharing qualitatively faster and easier at the point of data collection and enables near real-time information sharing.

3.3 Details

3.3.1 Anomaly Search

Situation awareness requires a full spectrum of fusing real-time, historical, structured, and unstructured information to extract patterns and find new, interesting, and anomalous information that are critical for decision making. Existing fusion methods are often used to deal with structured data such as observations from sensor networks. Analysts, at present, must manually wade through unstructured information. Analysts are trained to recognize patterns and anomalies. For example, “intelligence analysts are specifically trained to factor in deception as part of the analytic process, to look for anomalies and outliers instead of focusing on the central tendencies of distribution” (Johnston, 2003). Our research creates and develops a computer-
based learning agent capable of ingesting and comparing data, while employing a process that separates patterns and anomalies within the data. At a high level, patterns are correlated among data that occur frequently while recording anomalies among the data that occur rarely. Anomalies that might be interesting are thus revealed so that human analysts are alerted and can further investigate them.

Currently available search engines (e.g. Google-like search) are based on popularity or authority scores, which are proven to be useful in marketing and advertising applications but not in the intelligence applications where finding anomalous information is more critical than finding popular information. Our solution is an anomaly search mechanism where search results are sorted according to the degree of anomalousness, that favors new and interesting information. Using an anomaly meter shown in Figure 8, a piece of information is classified into one of the three categories:

1) Anomaly (red), i.e. a search input that has low correlation with previously discovered patterns
2) Relevant (green), i.e. an input is highly correlated to the previously discovered patterns
3) Medium Correlation (yellow), i.e. between relevant and anomaly
4) Irrelevant (white), i.e. an input is not related to any of knowledge patterns found before

An anomaly meter is used to show the degree of the correlation in Figure 3. If an input has a high, medium, or low correlation (>66.67%, between 33.33% and 66.67%, <33.33% respectively) with the existing patterns, it is classified into the corresponding categories of: Relevant, Medium Correlation, or Anomaly respectively.

A set of agents forms an agent network and performs a collaboration to decide together if an input is expected or anomalous. Each anomaly is classified into one of four categories using the following decision rules:

- An input is Relevant if at least one of the agents decides the input is relevant
- An input is Medium Correlation if the agents cannot decide if it is an anomaly or relevant.
- An input is an Anomaly if all the agents decide the input is anomalous
- An input is Irrelevant if none of the agents decides there is any relevance
3.3.2 All-sources Correlation

How do agents make collaborative decisions using all the data and learned results in the agent network?

A collaborative result of the agents is shown in Figure 4. Critical events are identified – red is an anomaly event and green is a pattern event as a result of fusing all the results from all the agents.

![Figure 4: Agent collaboration for anomaly detection.](image)

3.3.3 Discovery Search

As stated before, search terms are required to be input in the current search engines. In contrast, as shown in Figure 4, after the agent learning process in our approach, it outputs a set of word pairs that are discovered from the data. The word pairs are used as input to compare with the learning models (indexes) from all the agents in the network, to produce anomalies (red) and expected (green). The anomalies are discovered terms or concepts driven by data that might be interesting to analysts. In this manner, analysts do not have to come up with terms and concepts for search, the system monitor what is new in the data itself.
3.3.4 Parallel Computation

We have prototyped a multi-agent network of ~10 to 100 agents, that is capable of periodically learning, separating, extracting and visualizing dynamic data. To operationalize this concept, we are working with the NPS (Naval Postgraduate School) High Performance Computing Center (HPCC) to install these agents in the Hamming Linux cluster which provides required supercomputing and visualizations for this project. Servers are also available in the NPS Secure Technology Battle Lab (STBL) for classified data.

4. Trident Warrior Results

Trident Warrior is an annual, Navy FORCEnet Sea Trial exercise to evaluate new technologies that could benefit warfighters. The prototype of a Collaborative Learning Agent (CLA) technology was selected for Trident Warrior 08 (TW08). In the TW08 setup, we used three agents learning patterns from three historical maritime domain information sources. We used one agent to mine a single open-source MDA data: Agent 1 (http://cla1.quantumii.com/FAIRPLAY) for the Lloyd’s Register – Fairplay (LRF) news and Agent 2 (http://cla2.quantumii.com/JOC) for the Journal of Commerce. These two sources include information of port, cargo, and vessel activities (e.g. departure/arrival schedules), financial links (e.g. changing owners) and commercial activities (e.g. cargo freight forwarders and custom brokers). Agent 3 (http://cla3.quantumii.com/MPC) is for the Maritime Press Clippings, which consist of worldwide freelance eye-witness descriptions of ships, locations and their activities. The data paints a broader picture of the maritime domain environment that could involve not only people, vessels and cargos, but also the participating partners such as Navy, Police and Coast Guard.

We were able to access the Navy real-time vessel AIS data from SPAWAR DS COI (SPAWAR data sharing, community of interest, https://mda.spawar.navy.mil) as shown in Figure 5. The MDA DS COI has AIS-based track information and associated alerts including data from Navy Organic Sensors aboard Navy ships, the Department of Transportations (DOT), The United States Coast Guard (USCG), Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) to track merchant shipping. The data is published as the NCES Messaging Service that can be integrated with standard web services. The data show worldwide real-time ship’s names and locations.
Figure 5: SPAWAR data sharing, community of interest, https://mda.spawar.navy.mil

Figure 6: The CLA concept in TW08

In the TW08, a test responder observed the test process from real-time inputs to assess the relevance and accuracy of the Collaborative Learning Agent (CLA) during input events. Each
input (sequence) represents a vessel’s name or real-time location from the SPAWAR MDA DS COI. The input was checked against the patterns produced in the CLA network to see if context patterns involving people, places and events are of interest or relevance to the current vessel or its location at alert. This process is summarized in Figure 6. The TW08 results show the overall accuracy for the CLA prediction of anomalies is 72% (Zhou, et al., 2009).

5. Related Work to Others

Agent learning is related to a reinforcement learning framework (Sutton 1998) that assumes a system is characterized by a set of states and transitions between them. Each model includes one or more decision makers, sometimes referred to as an agent, controller, or player(s) when appropriate. Each can exert control by affecting system transitions, Bayesian belief networks (Pearl, 1986; Ben-Gal, 2007), Hidden Markov Models (Huang 1990), which is an important agent learning paradigm where only partial information can be observed and the rest has to be predicted. Agent learning is also closely related to the wealth of research on information extraction and integration (Arasu, et al., 2003), where patterns are extracted as structured data, and derived relationship discovery (Roth et al., 2002). The process is conceptually linked to a full text indexing in the traditional information retrieval area where inverted files are computed for an original text (Frakes et al., 1992). The advantage of the algorithm over the traditional methods is that it captures the cognitive level of understanding of text observations using a few key concepts. This algorithm also makes it possible to separate patterns and anomalies for unstructured data and thus is closely related to search index methodologies.

Agent collaboration is related to distributed knowledge management architecture (Bonifacio, M., et al., 2002) consisting of knowledge nodes (peers that own local knowledge) that cooperate through a set of services. Each node can act as a seeker (allowing the user to search for information and forwarding queries), as a provider (accepting and resolving queries and returning results) or both. Searching can be either semantic (based on a context matching algorithm) or textual (based on keywords). Groups of nodes have the ability to form federations, similar to social aggregations, by agreeing to be considered as a sole entity by other peers when they request certain semantic search services. This collaborative infrastructure is a peer-based system, where agent-like applications are distributed among a grid of computers. Each application is considered itself to be a peer or node among a network of similar applications. The infrastructure is “fault-tolerant”, “distributed”, and “self-scalable” (Ahmad, H. F., et al., 2005). Yet, among the peer-based systems, there lacks a full-text analysis capability to discover new structures, patterns, and relationships.

Agent collaboration is also related to social network research. The results of social network research routinely identify communication networks, knowledge clusters (Nissen, 2006), and shared cognition in organizations (Moreland, 1999). Social network analysis (Hoff, 2002) is widely used to analyze relational information among interacting units. This framework has many applications in recent years in the social and behavioral sciences including, the behavior of epidemics and dynamics associated with terrorist networks. Social network research is also related to information retrieval and text analysis. For example, the search engine Google uses the interconnectedness of the World Wide Web for page ranking (Brin et al., 1998). The Google page ranker is link-based by incorporating the human confirmation of search results as "authority score" of a specific page. This is a successful application of a collective social network effect leveraging collaborative feedback. In our case, the agent peers can be physically connected as in a traditional peer-based system or logically connected through shared concepts.
Our solution uniquely couples agent learning and collaboration to generate a data driven, dynamic ontology or semantic markup for unstructured data that can significantly increase the automation. This enables the formation of a real-time network to achieve so-called optimized “swarm intelligence” (Bonabeau et al., 1999) with desired collective behavior in a decentralized, self-organized environment.

The Linux cluster is similar to the Cluster Exploratory (CluE) program, which made available for data-intensive computing projects a massively scaled highly distributed computing resource supported by Google and IBM and a similar resource at the University of Illinois in partnership with Hewlett-Packard, Intel, and Yahoo!. Our results will show what the potential benefits of similar cluster technology may have for science and engineering research as well as to applications that may benefit society more broadly.

6. Conclusion

The agent learning and collaboration architecture demonstrated in this paper address the deficiencies in the current intelligence analysis with the key characteristics and innovations such as indexing and learning of raw information as both data and index at the point of collection. The agent learning provides unique anomaly and discovery search mechanisms as the foundation for large-scale automation of timely digesting and analyses wide variety of intelligence. The agent collaboration provides the base for all-sources intelligence correlation that is critically needed to improve intelligence gathering, correlation and dissemination in irregular warfare. The architecture is shown to be extended to Lexical Link Analysis (LLA) which can be used in many MDA applications.

7. Future (Near Term) Efforts

7.1 MDA all open sources correlation

We extend the unstructured information sources in MDA in irregular warfare at sea and intelligence efforts to obtain open-source data from news, blogs, journal of commerce abstracts, freight forwarder associations/custom brokers websites with regarding to maritime commercial activities, arrival schedules, weather, terrain, environmental conditions, maritime incidents, casualties, and military exercises. The following Table 1 is a list of sample open sources (about 100 sources) for the MDA application. Each source will be monitored by 10 agents for one week period. The agent learning will occur daily and total data size is around 1G per day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vessel ID, Location, Images</th>
<th><a href="http://82.146.41.123/ships.htm">http://82.146.41.123/ships.htm</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piracy Reporting</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/piracy_security.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/piracy_security.xml</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/ship_management.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/ship_management.xml</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml</a></td>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container tracking &amp; security</td>
<td><a href="http://www.track-trace.com/container#">http://www.track-trace.com/container#</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sailwx.info/shiptrack/index.html">http://www.sailwx.info/shiptrack/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td><a href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/">http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td><a href="http://earth.esa.int/ers/cee4.10075/atrs_med.html">http://earth.esa.int/ers/cee4.10075/atrs_med.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td><a href="http://www.mediterraneanweather.com/satimages.htm">http://www.mediterraneanweather.com/satimages.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td><a href="http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/">http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping Schedules and Lines</td>
<td><a href="https://www.oceanschedules.com/schedules/search.do">https://www.oceanschedules.com/schedules/search.do</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance Measurement tool</td>
<td><a href="http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~cvm/latlongdist.html">http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~cvm/latlongdist.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Services directories</td>
<td><a href="http://www.infomarine.gr/index.php">http://www.infomarine.gr/index.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td><a href="http://www.madmariner.com/?gclid=CL5gsbrAg50CFVtB5godckpvdw">http://www.madmariner.com/?gclid=CL5gsbrAg50CFVtB5godckpvdw</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Services directories</td>
<td><a href="http://seann.org/Directories/introNew2.asp">http://seann.org/Directories/introNew2.asp</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Services directories</td>
<td><a href="http://www.infomarine.gr/greece/">http://www.infomarine.gr/greece/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Services directories</td>
<td><a href="http://www.m-i-link.com/directory/profile.asp?bz=21&amp;id=12446&amp;cat=Ship+Manager">http://www.m-i-link.com/directory/profile.asp?bz=21&amp;id=12446&amp;cat=Ship+Manager</a> Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipwreck Database and Casualty Reports</td>
<td><a href="http://www.shipwreckregistry.com/">http://www.shipwreckregistry.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cargolaw.com/presentations_casualties.php">http://www.cargolaw.com/presentations_casualties.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/tankers.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/tankers.xml</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/towage_salvage.xml">http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/towage_salvage.xml</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www1.apan-info.net/">http://www1.apan-info.net/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cargobusinessnews.com/">http://www.cargobusinessnews.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cargolaw.com/">http://www.cargolaw.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.uscg.mil/">http://www.uscg.mil/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.piersystem.com/">http://www.piersystem.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://feeds.feedburner.com/CoastGuardNews">http://feeds.feedburner.com/CoastGuardNews</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fairplay.co.uk/feed.aspx">http://www.fairplay.co.uk/feed.aspx</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.marinelink.com/Story/">http://www.marinelink.com/Story/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.shipspotting.com/modules/altern8news">http://www.shipspotting.com/modules/altern8news</a>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ifw-net.com">http://www.ifw-net.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://maritimecalamities.blogspot.com/">http://maritimecalamities.blogspot.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.maritimematters.com/shipnews.html">http://www.maritimematters.com/shipnews.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.maritimematters.com/shipnews.html">http://www.maritimematters.com/shipnews.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fiata.com/index.php?id=95">http://www.fiata.com/index.php?id=95</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.airbus.com/en/">http://www.airbus.com/en/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.asycuda.org/">http://www.asycuda.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.biac.org/">http://www.biac.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.bimco.org/">http://www.bimco.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ean.eu/cenorm/homepage.htm">http://www.ean.eu/cenorm/homepage.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.boeing.com/">http://www.boeing.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ecac-ceac.org/index.php">http://www.ecac-ceac.org/index.php</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.elecat.org/">http://www.elecat.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.efta.int/">http://www.efta.int/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.fao.org/">http://www.fao.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.gfptt.org/Entities/NewsList.aspx?list=all">http://www.gfptt.org/Entities/NewsList.aspx?list=all</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iaphworldports.org/">http://www.iaphworldports.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.iccwbo.org/">http://www.iccwbo.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ifcba.org/">http://www.ifcba.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.imf.org/external/index.htm">http://www.imf.org/external/index.htm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.imo.org/">http://www.imo.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.tiaca.org/">http://www.tiaca.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.unescap.org/">http://www.unescap.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ncbfaasa.org/NEWSLETTER.pdf">http://www.ncbfaasa.org/NEWSLETTER.pdf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.aapaports.org/Press/PRMemberList.cfm?navItemNumber=537">http://www.aapaports.org/Press/PRMemberList.cfm?navItemNumber=537</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td><a href="http://www.reliefweb.int/">http://www.reliefweb.int/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2 Lexical Link Analysis

We generalize and operationalize the notion of “awareness” and determine the “self-awareness” of a highly complex system as the collective and integrated understanding of large-scale data. The concept of system self-awareness (Gallup et al., 2008) allows decision makers and analysts to sift through large-scale data sources with greater immediacy, possibly in real-time by training synthetic, computer agents to automate the task of recognizing, separating and visualizing patterns, in an effort to reduce the workload of decision makers and analysts who are otherwise performing the task manually. We propose to extend this approach to employ agent learning, collaboration, Lexical Link Analysis (LLA) (Gallup, et al., 2009) and visualization in a massive parallel fashion, to provide real-time “views” of situation awareness for irregular warfare intelligence collection and analysis.

Lexical analysis is a form of data/text mining, in which word meanings are developed from the context in which they are derived (LA wiki, 2009). Lexical analysis can also be used in a learning mode, where such word and context associations are constantly being “learned,” updated and improved as more data become available - or changes are made to information already in use. Lexical Link Analysis (LLA) is an extended lexical analysis combined with learning and mining from real data and data relations.

After the agent learning process, the system produces a set of word pairs as the features of a System of Systems (SoS) being considered. LLA is applied to use the features to link the similarities and gaps among requirements and technologies for MDA acquisition communities (Zhao, et al., 2009). We currently apply the LLA to different priority lists and acquisition targets, for example, CENTCOM/NAVCENT warfighting gap and priority lists, data from OSD DIMHRS, which, due to classification cannot be discussed in detail here.

We also currently apply the LLA method to The Joint Defeat IED program. The Lexical Analysis piece of this is very central, but it is most useful when combined with the distribution and C2 of information within intelligence and tactical communications. In the near future we will integrate the knowledge gained from LLA (Lexical Link Analysis) into other intelligence fusion and decision making tools/processes.

We also seek to apply our technique to Defense Analysis to re-construct social networks and predict terrorist links that had been previously unknown.
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Motivation

• U.S. counter-terror agencies need search capability
  – Alternative spellings
  – Standard for name-checks
    • Once a U.S. visa is granted
• Intelligence information is fragmented and embedded in large volumes of multi-source data
• Data correlation is difficult
• Dissemination of the intelligence reports to *all-source* analysts is delayed
Solutions
Agent Learning and Collaboration

• Discovery search
  – Allows real-time system self-awareness
• Anomaly search
• Correlate all-sources data, cross-validate warnings and reduce false alarms
• Search and learning from distributed raw data using Parallel Computing
  – Facilitates timely gathering, analysis and dissemination of intelligence
What is a Learning Agent?

- A computer program or software
  - Installed in a computer with permission
  - Perform automatic tasks
- Multi-agent, distributed networks are capable of
  - Self-managing (Hinchey et al., 2006)
  - Self-healing (Dashofy et al., 2002)
  - Self-optimizing, self-configuring, self-adapting...
- Our learning agent
  - Related to
    - Reinforcement learning (Sutton 1998)
    - Bayesian belief networks (Pearl, 1986; Ben-Gal, 2007)
    - Hidden Markov Models (Huang 1990)
  - Learning patterns and anomalies
A learning agent ingests structured, unstructured, historical or real-time data and separate patterns and anomalies.
Discovery Search

• Analysts lack overall situational awareness
  – Sometimes don’t know what questions to ask, or
  – What search keywords should be explored

• By sifting and displaying all of the data, CLA helps discover the questions and key words that are most interesting to the analyst
Anomaly Search

- Typical searches (e.g. Google) are based on
  - Popularity or *authority* scores
- Useful in marketing and advertising applications
  - Not as useful for intelligence applications
  - Finding anomalous information can be the goal
- Our solution is an *anomaly search* mechanism
  - Sorts information according to the degree of *anomalousness*
  - Favors new, different, and interesting information
Correlation
All-source(s) Data

• Agents make collaborative decisions
• Critical events are identified from fusing all results from all agents
  – Red is an anomaly event
  – Green is a pattern event
Parallel Computation
For large data sets

• Network of ~10 to 100 learning agents
  – NPS (Naval Postgraduate School) High Performance Computing Center (HPCC)
    • Hamming Linux cluster
Anomaly Search, Parallel Computing via NPS Hamming Linux Cluster Dashboard Output
Analyzed Data - Trident Warrior 2008
Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA)

- Navy: Automatic Information Systems (AIS)
  - SPAWAR DS COI AIS/alerts (google earth/web service)
    - MDA DS COI Data (https://mda.spawar.navy.mil), DOD PKI
    - The MDA DS COI has AIS based track information and publishing associated alerts including AIS data from Navy Organic Sensors aboard Navy ships, The Department of Transportations (DOT), The United States Coast Guard (USCG), Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI) to track merchant shipping. The data is published as the NCES Messaging Service that can be integrated with standard web services.

- Police, Coast Guard’s contextual information
  - Maritime commercial activities, weather, terrain, environmental conditions, maritime incidents, casualties, and military exercises
  - JOC: journal of commerce (email/html)
  - MPC: Maritime Press Clippings (pdf)
    - 2008, 2007,…
  - Fairplay: daily RSS
  - Freight Forwarder Associations/Custom Brokers
  - (http://www.fiata.com/)
    - News
    - Arrival schedules
    - Financial links

Distributed Information Systems Experimentation (DISE)
Welcome to the MDA DS COIS Google Maps Mediation Service (GMMS). This is the MDA DS COIS demonstration service hosted at SPAWAR Systems Center - San Diego. The operational version of the GMMS may be found here at our operational environment at the Defense Enterprise Computing Center - Columbus. This demonstration service is used as our pre-production environment to test new functionalities, bug fixes, etc and therefore is subject to unexpected downtimes.

The map below depicts the various NCEO Messaging Channels that carry the MDA data. Click on a box to view the data for that area within Google Maps.
Agent Learning in TW08

Three agents: each represent data sources from Navy, Police and Coast Guard respectively.

Distributed Information Systems Experimentation (DISE)
TW08 Results
Participant Reactions

• What did you like MOST about the tool?
  — The readily available data from open sources all in one place
  — The intuitive and intelligent nature of the tool is refreshing

• The overall accuracy for the CLA predictions is 72%, worse that human accuracy, yet CLA is much faster
Conclusions

• Demonstrated
  – Agent learning and collaboration architecture
  – Key characteristics and innovations
    • Anomaly and discovery search mechanisms
    • Agent collaborative decision making
    • Parallel computation
Future Extensions

- Extended to System Self-awareness (SSA) and Lexical Link Analysis (LLA) for future intelligence analysis
  - Make real-time
  - Provide more discovery
  - Expanded correlation
  - Provide MDA regional awareness
System Self-Awareness (SSA)
MDA Regional Awareness

• A system may be expressed in terms of “features”
  – specific vocabulary or lexicon to describe attributes
• Borrowed from notions of “awareness”
• System Self-Awareness
  – The collective and integrated understanding of system features
  – Like “situational awareness” this carries a sense of immediacy and cognitive understanding of the warfighting situation
Potential MDA Data
Scaled-up Open Sources

Vessel ID, Location, Images
http://82.146.41.123/ships.htm
http://www.digital-seas.com/start.html

Piracy Reporting
http://www.lloydslist.com/ll/media/presentation.htm
http://www.imo.org/Circulars/mainframe.asp?topic_id=334&offset=0

Port Operations
http://www.portvision.com/Public/index.aspx
http://www.pier2pier.com/

Container tracking & security
http://www.track-trace.com/container#
http://www.transportsecurity.com/company.php

Weather
http://www.sailwx.info/shiptrack/index.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/weather/
http://earth.esa.int/ers/eeo4.10075/atsr_med.html
http://www.mediterraneanweather.com/satimages.htm
http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Shipping Schedules and Lines
https://www.oceanschedules.com/schedules/search.do
http://www.howdydave.com/maritime/shipping.html

Distance Measurement tool
http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~cvm/latlongdist.html

Marine Services directories
http://www.infomarine.gr/index.php
http://www.madmariner.com/?gclid=CLSgsbrAg50CFVtB5godckpvbw
http://seann.org/Directories/introNew2.asp
http://www.infomarine.gr/greece/
http://www.m-i-link.com/directory/profile.asp?bz=21&id=12446&cat=Ship+Manager+%26+Owner

Shipwreck Database and Casualty Reports

Distributed Information Systems Experimentation (DISE)
And More Potential MDA Data
Scaled-up Open Data Sources

http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/piracy_security.xml
http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/ports_terminals.xml
http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/print_edition.xml
http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/ship_management.xml
http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/shipbuilding_repair.xml
http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/tankers.xml
http://www.lloydslist.com/content/rss/lloydslist/towage_salvage.xml
http://www1.apan-info.net/
http://www.cargobusinessnews.com/
http://www.cargolaw.com/
http://www.uscg.mil/
http://www.piersystem.com/
http://feeds.feedburner.com/CoastGuardNews
http://www.fairplay.co.uk/feed.aspx
http://www.marinelink.com/Story/
http://www.shipspotting.com/modules/altern8news/?
http://www.ifw-net.com
http://maritimematters.blogspot.com/
http://www.maritimematters.com/shipnews.html
http://www.maritimematters.com/shipnewspics.html
http://www.fiata.com/index.php?id=95
http://www.asycuda.org/
http://www.biac.org/
http://www.bimco.org/
http://www.cen.eu/cenorm/homepage.htm
http://www.boeing.com/
http://www.ecac-ceac.org/index.php
http://www.clecat.org/
http://www.efta.int/
http://www.fafo.org/
http://www.gifptt.org/Entities/NewsList.aspx?list=all
http://www.iaphworldports.org/
http://www.iccwbo.org/
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Backup Slides
Lexical Link Analysis (LLA)

- Lexical Analysis (LA wiki, 2009) is a form of text mining
  - Learns
  - Word and context associations are dynamically updated with more data
- Link analysis
  - Like network analysis, explores and illustrates associations between objects
- Lexical Link Analysis (LLA)
  - Combines data mining with network analysis
  - Can dynamically identify, assess and predict trends, patterns and features
- Data mining tools
  - For structured and unstructured data
  - Confirms previously known patterns, or to discover patterns that as yet are unknown.
  - Implements innovative visualization and navigation techniques
- Facilitates concept discovery, automated classification and categorization of unstructured documents.
Abstract

- Maritime security is vital to US security. Enhanced Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) of potential threats in this dynamic environment can be achieved, yet requires integrated analysis from numerous sources. We will present a learning agent technology that integrates structured and unstructured data and discovers behavior patterns from varied sources such as: Navy’s Automatic Information Systems (AIS), Coast Guard and Police contextual information including: maritime commercial activities, weather, terrain, environmental conditions, maritime incidents, casualties, and military exercises. These discovered patterns can help cross-validate warnings and reduce false alarms in support of maritime security. We will show our test results of this technology using data from the Trident Warrior (TW08) exercise.